THE PREHISTORY OF FLO OD C ONTROL AND C OASTAL PROTECTION IN EUROPE
The first documented flood control structures on European rivers were in Mycenaean Greece in Orchomenos around 1500 bce (Knauss 1990 , 23, Knauss 1987 , and later in Koroneia in Kopais (Greece) in the first century ce, which was under the reign of the Roman Emperor Hadrian (Fossey 1991, 5-26) .
There are further indications of river dikes constructed during the Roman Era, including Italy, the Netherlands, Central Europe, Romania, and Great Britainwhere several shipping canals were dug and provided with dikes (Winkander 2000, 321-330) . Dike building then subsided until the end of the early Middle Ages, from which point there are indications that levees and dikes existed on estuaries and rivers with flat shores. This was the case on the Loire (France), which had levees in the ninth century and partly dikes in the twelfth century (Garcia and Pusch 2002, MGH, 301) . Facilities for flood control also existed in the Po Valley (Italy) in the twelfth century. This older trend was also strong in Central Europe, where "all of the larger rivers and most streams . . . [had] been changed considerably since the early Middle Ages" (Jäger 1988, 18) . Indeed, dikes were built on the Lower Rhine (Germany/the Netherlands) in the ninth century. The Dutch worked on the Elbe (Germany) during the twelfth century (Schmidt 2000 , 106-107, Hofmeister 1981 , 7, Boeselager 2003 , and the Vistula (Poland) was diked in the thirteenth century (Ehlers and Winkel 1947, 8) , while the Oder (Germany) received its first dike in the fourteenth century. 2 Dike work, drainage, and cultivation were done on numerous other rivers in Central Europe, including the Scheldt and the Meuse (Belgium/the Netherlands), the Ems and the Weser (Germany) (Berendsen and Stouthammer 2001 , 13, Allemeyer 2006 , 35-37, Peters 2005 , the Danube (Germany to Hungary), and the Vltava (Czech Republic). 3 Outside Central Europe, in 1703, Dutch engineers helped establish the Russian city of St. Petersburg where the Neva River flows into the Baltic Sea. 4 Dike work was first done on the Rhône (France) in the mid-eighteenth century and on the Tisza (Hungary, Serbia) at the end of that century (Szűcs 2010, 243-245) . Dikes were built on the Sava (Slovenia, Croatia) and on the Drava (Croatia, Hungary) in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 5 In England, dikes were built on the River Tweed around 1800, and on the Thames and the River Severn at the end of the nineteenth century. 6 Although river dikes were presumably developed before sea dikes, river dikes were significantly influenced by the diking of the sea. The first Roman reports about life on the North Sea, by Pliny the Elder in the first century ce and Tacitus around 100 ce, describe the extremities of life in living among the tides and cold, the storms and rain. At Isca Augusta, near Caerleon in Wales, structures dated to (74-75 ce) protected the community from the ocean (Rippon and Cameron 2006, 76, Campbell 2012, 176) . Archeologists have also shown that an early sea dike near a farm at Feddersen Wierde, situated on the North Sea coast of Lower Saxony (Germany), was built in the first or second century ce (Krämer 1984) . Additional sea walls on the North Sea coast were built in Flanders (Belgium) before the end of the tenth century, while additional ring dikes were built around farms and villages on the German North Sea coastline in c. 1000 ce (Ey 2005, 147-149) .
Dike construction on rivers and on the coast is thus a technology dating back millennia, which indicates that people in Europe, especially in the south, west, and center of the continent, developed and secured areas to deal with a lack of space and good conditions for settlement made so urgent by the circumstances of the time. This trend continues-although it is increasingly controversial-to this day.
DIKE C ONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
In addition to protecting existing settlements and agricultural areas, both river dikes and sea walls were used to reclaim land that was particularly fertile for agriculture and suitable for new settlement.
Sea Dikes: At first, construction and maintenance went hand in hand. This was the case in certain areas on the North Sea coast until the eighteenth century. Originally, coastal inhabitants made the decision to erect and construct dikes on their own. Rulers of the areas in which dikes were built granted coastal dwellers who took the initiative more autonomy than the inhabitants of the interior because the extreme conditions on the coast did not permit effective feudal control. Given the weakness of princely rule, North Sea inhabitants became "peasant republicans" (Urban 1991, 50, 59, 119) . The more secure the land became, so the infrastructure became more developed, and income increased-resulting in greater danger of a hostile takeover. In 1500, the Danish king's first attempt to subjugate the area failed and the peasant republic subsequently flourished. The second attempt was successful, however, and the region was more firmly incorporated into the Danish kingdom in 1559 (Bohn 2006, 41, 57) .
The coastal strategy of territories and states began to change in the sixteenth century. Like many other areas, they became actively involved in dike mattersparticularly once traditional oral coastal law was codified.
7 At the same time, technological improvements were often triggered by periods of heavy storms. Indeed, after the Burchardi Flood of 1634-also known as the second "Grote Mandränke" 8 -Johann Claussen Rollwagen, the new General-Deichgraf of Duke Frederick III of Gottorp (1616 Gottorp ( -1659 , launched a new section of dikes on the west coast of Schleswig-Holstein, while reorganizing construction so that it was no longer the communal task of marsh inhabitants but performed by professionals. Thereafter, the responsibility of the inhabitants was focused more on dike maintenance-and they were no longer able to keep the new land for themselves as a result. This intervention of the territorial state was further strengthened after the Christmas Flood of 1717, which was known as the largest flood at the time and claimed more than eleven thousand victims.
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River Dikes: The existence of river dikes in the Middle Ages and early modern period has been frequently documented.
10 Northwestern continental Europe and western Central Europe seem to have preceded eastern Central Europe: that is, the technological transfer moved from west to east. The Dutch were the leaders in coastal protection and other forms of hydraulic engineering (Tols and Langen 2000, 358-366) . Indeed, a large portion of the land in the Netherlands was created artificially-from dikes, diked marshland, canals, locks, and drainage equipment-and later became farms, villages, and towns. Broad sections of land below sea level were secured and developed as highly productive agricultural areas, and the first pumping facilities powered by wind (wind pumps) 11 were implemented in the region. In the twelfth century, the inhabitants of Friesland and Dithmarschen were the first eastern Europeans to learn from the Dutch. In roughly 1530, Frisian Mennonites (a Protestant religious denomination) were invited to cultivate the lower Vistula (Ludwig 1961, 34) . As noted earlier, the first hydraulic engineers from the Lower Rhine came to Brandenburg-Prussia during the seventeenth century.
Immediately after the Thirty Years' War (1618-1648), Elector Frederick William of Brandenburg granted the Havelbruch-a small area north of Berlin-to the nobleman Jobst Gerhard von und zu Hertefeld of the Lower Rhine for diking and cultivation. In the model village of Neu Holland, settlers from the Lower Rhine followed the Dutch tradition in receiving rights of quasi-ownership, exemption from the requirement to perform servile labor, and freedom of movement in exchange for independently working and securing the land (Peters 1989, 18-30) . In this small experimental area, dike maintenance appears to have been left to the new settlers as no dike decree is known to exist. In the rural world east of the Elbe, which was characterized by personal and manor serfdom, this concept was intended to spur emulation by the feudal lords of Brandenburg. It had limited success at first. The reconstruction of dikes was undertaken on the Elbe during the late seventeenth century; while the Havelland Luch (CCM, Part VI, Nachlese, "No. XVIII") and the Rhinluch-areas near the Havelbruch-were cultivated in the eighteenth century. These were all state initiatives. In 1717, at the same time that the Christmas Flood hit the northwest, Frederick William I ordered the construction of a dike to protect the upper Oderbruch. This dike and the security it provided became a model for further land cultivation projects in absolutist Prussia in the eighteenth century (cf. part 2 on dike construction and maintenance on the Oder, Netze, and Warthe in the eighteenth century).
There are three early modern variants based on similar needs. The North Sea dike variant displays a democratic-communal structure, which continued to exist despite increasing encroachment by states or territories. River dike construction increasingly fell under the influence of territories. After the seventeenth century, the differences between the variant of the northwest German territories-which were based more on class structure-and that of the more strongly authoritarian regions of eastern Brandenburg-Prussia and Prussia were, in essence, slight. In eastern Prussia, the local feudal lords with their extended estates were much more directly and energetically involved in the organization of dike maintenance, and they assumed a dominant role as a result. In western territories, the nobilitywho were more dependent on rent income-tended to exercise their influence on events surrounding the dikes indirectly through the territorial estate assemblies (Melchers 2002, 43-45 et passim) .
The necessity of building and maintaining dikes was perceived in various ways by those concerned. In places like the Netherlands, potential danger was extremely high and the necessity was repeatedly reinforced by flooding. When dikes were breached, floods affected not only areas reclaimed for extensive agriculture but also villages and towns, particularly as settlement increased. Such conditions made the obligation of dike construction and maintenance fully acceptable. This continues to be the case today, especially following the trauma of the floods of 1953. Resistance was more likely where new sea walls were to be built by state decree. The fishermen of the Oderbruch in Brandenburg had lived with floods for centuries, and rightly viewed their existence as threatened by dike construction in the eighteenth century (Kaak 2004a , 224, Kaup 1994 .
For centuries the area of northwest Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands has been densely packed with people, industry, agriculture, energy production, and transportation infrastructure. Consequently, there is a problem in that old mine tunnels still exist under the mighty dikes of the Lower Rhine and several of its tributaries (Ruhr)-which complicate present-day dike maintenance (Tittizer and Krebs 1996, 34) .
In order to build the dikes and ensure their safety, organizational forms had to be found and developed.
ORGANIZ ATIONAL FORMS: DIKE BANDS OR DIKE ASSO CIATIONS
There can be no negligence in the maintenance of flood control facilities, which demands considerable energy. From practical experience on a small scale, in instances where all interested parties were more or less equally affected, neighborly pressure at first helped dike and levee construction. The next level at which construction took place was the parish (the lowest church district), which included several villages. The dike associations grew and existed nearly everywhere that dikes and levees were built, whether on the sea or rivers. These still exist today as organizations in which membership is mandatory and which require work and monetary payments (Allemeyer 2006, 84-85, 91-93) .
On the sea, Dike associations have existed in the Netherlands since the twelfth century. In Schleswig-Holstein (Germany) they were at first called "dike bands. " As the scope of projects grew, the number of dike associations decreased to a few with complex hierarchies governing numerous sub-dike associations. These associations were affected by a trend toward legal standardization, which was being introduced by the northwestern territories of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation, to which the Netherlands belonged until 1648. During the early modern period these territories-counties of East Friesland and Oldenburg; the Free City of Bremen; as well as the duchies of Bremen, Lüneburg, and Holstein-took control of dike supervision in a stepwise manner. Thus, the dike associations in East Friesland lost their autonomy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: placed under the supervision of the state police, they lost the authority to establish their own statutes but maintained the right to elect their officers (Jakubowski-Tiessen 1992, 228). The dike associations on Schleswig-Holstein's west coast corresponded to the parishes. The parish reeve was also the dike count, and therefore a member of the territorial administration. The dike judge-who was in charge of the inspection of certain sections of the dike, made neglect and damage public, and summoned those remiss in their official duties-was democratically elected by the dike band cooperative. Two to three dike inspections were performed annually by local commissions (Allemeyer 2006, 88-89) . With the decree of January 29, 1800, King Christian VII of Denmark (1766-1808) created "a uniform legal basis" for Schleswig-Holstein in the "Entire State" of Denmark (which included Norway, Iceland, Greenland, and Schleswig-Holstein). As a result, the state controlled dike construction, without the dike associations losing their cooperative structure (CSVV, cf. Nawotki 2004, 179) .
On the rivers: The northwest German political entities noted earlier also controlled river dike matters. Many other territories of the Holy Roman Empire, and later the German Confederation and Empire, acted in a similar manner, as construction measures on rivers also covered higher regions. Representative of the numerous policies of the early modern period is the Braunschweig-Lüneburg Dike Decree of 1664, which governed the dikes on the Elbe north of Hamburg. As in the aforementioned regions, local interested parties (Deichinteressenten) were formed into groups in which membership was mandatory. Dike sections and the property behind the dike were joined indivisibly, and dike sections were indicated by marked posts. The so-called Ober= Haupt= und Amt=Leute-the hierarchy of supervisors-was named by the territories and designated dike panels for threeyear periods. 12 The democratic-communal structure of the North Sea was thus not duplicated here.
In 1695, further up the Elbe in Brandenburg, a dike decree for the Altmark area was issued based on that of 1476. It was intended to spur reconstruction after the Thirty Years' War. 13 The dike captain was nominated by the aristocracy of the Altmark and confirmed by the elector. The decree also specified how many deputies from the nobility, towns, villages, and individual farms had to participate in the upper and lower inspection of the dike (Tit. I). More broadly, this decree comprised regulations for the dike inspection (Tit. II), detailed how the dike was to be maintained (Tit. III), and concluded with a comprehensive dike roll of the upper and lower districts. With this Elector Frederick III of Brandenburg (1688/1701-1713) issued in concession to the nobility a decree that did not leave any room for bylaws of the dike unions. The dike decree of 1717 issued for the upper Oderbruch was based on that of the Altmark. The decree for this area described the division of responsibilities following dike construction. A small staff comprising representatives of the king performed inspections of the dike in cooperation with the Deichinteressenten, and distributed repair jobs and penalties. However, the dike union did not have the freedom to adopt a charter, and its members did not have the right to elect dike representatives. Farm owners played an important role among the deputies due to the size of their land and their ruling position in the villages of their areas.
14 The General State Laws for the Prussian States of 1794 declared that dike affairs were "determined by special river, dike and riverbank decrees. " 15 This was not amended until 1818, when the influence of aristocratic deputies in the dike associations decreased to the advantage of the urban and rural inspectors, and when local dike administrators were selected by dike association members-as specified by the Prussian "Law Regarding Dike Affairs" in 1848 (GSPS, 57, §15., f., cf. Rönne 1863, 610-613) . These concessions to democracy resulted from the Revolution of 1848, when Prussia briefly opened the doors to change. In 1853, however, the Amendment of the Dike and Riverbank Decree for the Bottomlands in Lebus did not result in any fundamental changes, it essentially confirmed the altered division of property. Between 1861 and 1895, four melioration associations and dike subassociations were established within the dike organization of the lower Oderbruch.
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Dike affairs in the Oderbruch were part of a larger movement. Indeed, the Yearbook of Official Statistics of the Prussian State lists ninety-four dike associations with a total of 465,250 hectares of protected land in the nine "old provinces" of Prussia in 1866. 17 These were almost exclusively river and Baltic Sea dike associations. In 1867, almost the entire German North Sea coast-including the annexed regions in northwestern Germany-were part of Prussia (Dörr 1995, 259-263) . The upper and lower Oderbruch merged into a single association in roughly 1900. Dike associations shared the costs of construction with the Prussian state, each paying half (Spiegelberg 2001, 106-109) .
The "Prussian Water Law" of 1913 treated the dike associations as water cooperatives and upheld members' right to select governing boards themselves (Bochalli 1913) . The Water Association Law of 1937 unified water and dike affairs throughout Germany; based on the principles of the National Socialist regime, this law once again eliminated the right of members to select officers-a right that had existed since 1848.
18 When the united dike association of the Oderbruch protested the establishment of two armament firms in 1938, it was punished by having both its responsibilities for serious flood control and its authority to collect membership dues reduced. In 1940, all dike associations and subassociations of the region were merged into the Oderbruch Dike Association. The Second World War (1939) (1940) (1941) (1942) (1943) (1944) (1945) had catastrophic effects on the dikes on the Oder. Indeed, the local dike commissions were only able to resume their work provisionally in 1947, and cooperation with sites on the east bank-now part of Poland-did not come to pass. The passage of the Law on the Dissolution of Common Separations, Interested Parties, Associations (Gesetz über die Auflösung der gemeinschaftlichen Separations-Interessenten-Vereinigungen) of 1951 by the parliament of the German Democratic Republic resulted in the dissolution of the dike association of the Oderbruch in 1953. Moreover, local commissions and melioration societies, which had been reestablished, were once again placed under the strict political oversight of state enterprises and institutions. A dike association with its own charter was not created again for a long period of time (Spiegelberg 2001, 106-109) . In 1991, the Oderbruch Water and Soil Association was established from these groups and responsibilities. Consequently, the idea of a dike association on the basis of German federal law, and with its own charter ( §6) and responsibilities ( §2, §54), was also revived in 1991. Today, the German government has largely taken over the financing of coastal protection and river dikes, while the federal lands take part in planning financing and construction. The main dike associations contribute significantly to making buildings secure and providing for dike defense in disasters. They also function as contractors of construction work. Contemporary dike associations are statutory corporations (Körperschaften des öffentlichen Rechts) that elect their representatives democratically.
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ENFORCEMENT
The collective construction of flood control structures demands a strict conception of facility maintenance, especially for those living behind the dike. Mutual supervision sufficed when neighbors organized the dike among themselves. When the scale of the work grew, however, keeping them in good working order without officials, inspections, and government enforcement was not feasible in the long run. The more centralized the organization, the greater the tendency of individuals to shirk their responsibilities. This is shown clearly by the struggles of officials in charge of the construction and maintenance of new dikes and levees on rivers and the sea. Whether cooperatively developed or imposed from above, the means of enforcement must be available.
In northern and eastern Germany in the Middle Ages, the Sachsenspiegel was the universal code of law. 20 Its most important passage regarding dike construction was "Villages located on the water that have a dike must maintain their portion of the dike in good order. However, if flooding occurs which breaks the dike, everyone on the dike is required to help rebuild it. Those who do not do their part forfeit their right to property behind the dike. " 21 A shortened form of this was passed into laws and oral tradition as "Anyone who won't dike must step aside. "
22 This principle was first codified as the Spadelandsrecht in 1557 (Allemeyer 2006, 84-86) , and remained in force until the twentieth century. This essentially meant that anyone who was unable to participate in dike construction lost their property and had to leave the area. This drastic law reflected the tense situation near the sea. The dike court-or shovel court-provided that anyone who could no longer work on the dike had to stick their shovel in their section of the dike, or an inspector would issue the last warning when a Deichinteressent had neglected his responsibilities (Kühn 1992, 83) .
Prussia was not the only land that used so-called military execution (against those who failed to pay their dues or work their share). It was also widely used for various purposes in other territories, as well as on the North Sea coast. Indeed, the practice was documented in East Friesland, Oldenburg, the duchy of Bremen, as well as in Holstein and Schleswig in even more severe forms than on the Oderbruch. Even after the Christmas Flood of 1717, Restanten-outstanding payments-were rigorously collected. This indicates that the readiness to work the dikes decreased following this disaster. Certainly, settlements were destroyed and many people drowned in areas immediately bordering the North Sea, while survivors were traumatized. Those in more distant areas considered themselves less threatened, and refused to contribute to the massive reconstruction project. The more forcefully rulers pushed the work, the more serious were local conflicts (Jakubowski-Tiessen 1992, 173-176, 243-244) . Ultimately, territories and stateswith the higher-level perspective, comprehensive planning, and effective means of enforcement-prevailed. Indeed, the Braunschweig-Lüneburg dike decree (1717) provided that a hand be chopped off for the crime of moving a marker post, while those guilty of the "malicious" breaching of the dike were burned alive. The Prussian state guaranteed the implementation of the requirements of this decree with "military execution" and, after 1754, prosecuted acts of sabotage with Karrenstrafe (hard labor while chained to a cart)-a relatively mild punishment compared to those of Bremen and Verden.
SEC ONDARY EFFECT S
The draining of an area resulted in the sinking of the water table, a change in climate, as well as a decrease in the variety of plants and animals. During the dike work on the Warthe, for instance, parts of the farmland on hillsides in the Warthebruch dried out, further disadvantaging inhabitants for whom the old settlements on the edge of the marsh had already become a legal detriment (Kaak 2012, 75) . In 1800, Friedrich Wilhelm August Bratring quoted the opinion of King Frederick William III's personal physician that the air had become "cleaner and more healthy since the reclamation of various marshes and the felling of forests because nothing blocks the winds blowing through" (Bratring 1968, 32-33) . This characterization represents the opposite of what is called for today. A diminishing variety of species in the Oderbruch was evident in the eighteenth century. The town of Wriezen was no longer able to function as the Oderbruch's central fish market, which had supplied Berlin primarily. 24 This was considered collateral damage by contemporaries.
The stronger the continuous line of dikes was built, and the more the river's course was shortened, the higher and stronger dikes had to be. This is true of the North Sea, where flood barriers and the shortening of dikes reclaimed land from the sea. It is also true of rivers, where straightening and narrowing had the same result. 25 In 2013, heavy flooding due to heavy rainfall ("centenary extreme event") affected eight of sixteen German federal lands: Passau experienced its heaviest flooding in five hundred years, while the Rhine, Elbe, Mulde, Saale, Oder, Lusitanian Neisse, Danube, and Inn were particularly affected. Flooding along many European rivers-including the Danube, Drava, Vltava, and Vistulaprompted the rethinking of matters. Making facilities higher and stronger had done little to diminish the danger. In view of climate change, measures to return land to rivers have been called for with increasing frequency. Experts have also argued for the creation of flood polders-diked-in areas intended to take in large masses of water-and rain retention basins on tributaries of larger rivers. The renaturation of the riparian zones is supposed to return flora and fauna to their old variety once again (Jakubowski-Tiessen 2009, 181).
DIKE C ONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE ON THE ODER , NETZE, AND WARTHE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
In 1709, another bout of serious flooding occurred in the Oderbruch, upsetting its already limited agricultural production. As a result, Frederick William, who would become King in Prussia in 1713, decided to protect the upper Oderbruch with a uniform dike. This was not to ensure the continued existence of agriculture, but to significantly expand production on the monarchy's most fertile lands with settlers recruited from abroad (Wentz 1930, 101) . This took place approximately eighty kilometers east of Berlin in Brandenburg, the central province of the state of Prussia. While the king was pressing for economic progress and settlement in the sparsely populated backwaters of Prussia; the head bailiffs on the estates of the Order of St. John (Amtmänner) and royals, as well as the noble manor lords (Gutsherren) with their feudal operations, were striving to secure and expand their areas of cultivation. Meanwhile, the peasants required continuity, at minimum, to raise their livestock. It is less clear how local feudal lords were involved in securing the dikes-that is, in an important administrative duty-and what advantages and disadvantages that such involvement brought them. The sequence of events is illustrated by occurrences in the upper Oderbruch between 1716 and 1717. This also provides insight into dike construction in the lower Oderbruch, the Netzebruch, and the Warthebruch. (See map 2.) 26 
PUBLIC GO ODS IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD
In contemporary theory, the term "public goods" encompasses a nearly unlimited set of tangible and intangible measures taken by governments (or their official representatives) on the national, provincial, regional, and local level to guarantee or improve the peace, security, and social justice at all or any level using specific educational, cultural, and technical standards (Becker 2002 , Ledyard 1995 . While the scope of government involvement was more modest in the early modern period, there are fundamental patterns of thought and action that are comparable. These involve national defense, the rule of law, ensuring production and foodstuffs, the safety of roads, as well as guaranteeing the basic principles of religion. Rulers also act on behalf of those who do not share costs, and can establish methods of enforcement to maintain specific needs (Hattenhauer 1996, 600-602, 734) .
The problem of securing and cultivating river bottomlands in Brandenburg in the eighteenth century is particularly revealing in this regard. The late Middle Ages saw several attempts at flood control on the Oder, in the form of dikes that protected several villages. In the sixteenth century there was a continuous line of dikes for a small portion of the Oderbruch, 27 but this was partially destroyed in the Thirty Years' War (1618-1648) and fell into disrepair thereafter. In the eighteenth century, construction plans reemerged on a brand new scale when the Oderbruch, the Netzebruch, and the Warthebruch were extensively drained and settled using state resources. The population increased significantly in the area near the dikes, and rivalries arose between the old peasants and the new colonists. There was particular resistance from the original inhabitants-especially fishermen-who could not or would not support the changes. To give the project some security, the state issued decrees regarding dike maintenance and integrated both local feudal lords and communities into the system.
The scope of responsibilities expected of local feudal lords-particularly the manor lords and head bailiffs of royal property and those of the Order of St. Johnas part of the state measures to ensure flood control in the eighteenth century must be taken into consideration. This includes examining which duties regarding the supervision of the protection system were specifically assigned to them, what methods of enforcement were at their disposal, how inspection worked in tandem with other duties, how effective their contribution to the linking of feudal and state activities actually was, and how finances were organized. Evidently, the organization of these matters was almost automatically given to local feudal lords, who were already firmly entrenched in land ownership, the control of the courts, and the administrative apparatus. A question arises regarding the extent to which these additional responsibilities altered the relationship between rulers and local communities.
When King Frederick William I of Prussia made the decision to dike the upper Oderbruch, he proceeded with all due caution-it was, after all, his first large project of this type. On December 30, 1716, he issued a preliminary dike and riverbank decree so that, as the final version read, "all interested parties better understand such a useful work and are able to inform themselves about it" (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVIII, " cc. 303). Such need was established on the assertion that Our [royal] in Amt Lebus, as well as many noble villages on the Oder and the lowlands, or located in the so-called marshes, are flooded almost yearly by the rising and overflowing of the waters of the Oder, and their farmlands, pastures, and droveways are laid waste to the great detriment and inconvenience of Ourselves and Our subjects.
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Compounding matters, it could not be countered with adequate effort or precaution, not only because many localities lacked the necessary supervision, but also because a few localities which own farmland and pastureland in marshes have contributed or performed very little toward the conservation of existing dams or ponds; others, in contrast, had to build and maintain more dams than they were able to afford, as well as the ponds laid in such a way on the edge or banks of the river, as to be almost completely unprotected from its attack and its violence. (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVII, " cc. [294] [295] As expressed in the preamble of the decree of June 1717, suggestions for improvement were received and the decree was significantly expanded-by means of the dike roll, for example (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVII, " cc. 294-295).
As such, the king recognized a serious problem, identified the causes, and understood that inhabitants were not in a position to take common action on their own. Realizing that there was no other institution that-given the conditions of the time-possessed the power, means, and authority to rectify the problem and provide a lasting solution, King Federick William I ordered the large construction project. As the recognized ruling power, he subsequently issued a decree on his own authority that integrated all concerned parties into a system of controls and services. He committed all parties to serve the power of the state, but above all to each one another as neighbors-thereby endeavoring for the fair distribution of burdens. In the medium term, obedience was rewarded with improved quality of life, while negligence or resistance was threatened with penalties up to and including military intervention to compel service. However, the king's initiative was not purely intended for the well-being of his subjects. The expansion of farmland, as well as of both agricultural production and population, was also in the narrow interests of the state. To a large extent, the area to be diked comprised royal domains and thus provided the state with an immediate fiscal advantage.
DISTRIBUTION OF L AND AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE UPPER ODERBRUCH IN 1716
Except the Immediatstadt Küstrin, 29 the area planned for dikes comprised three Mediatstädte 30 of Lebus, Göritz, and Seelow, as well as forty-one villages. Of these forty-four settlements, nineteen had agricultural operations that were manorial and twenty-two did not, 31 while three villages had become purely manorial operations. The Mediatstädte and twenty-one villages were located on royal demesnes (twentytwo on the Lebus demesne, and two on the Quartschen demesne).
32 Fourteen villages were on land owned by the nobility (twelve noble, two Adelslehne).
33 Two were on land of the Order of St John, two on that of the Margrave of BrandenburgSonnenburg, and one on university property. As nearly all land in Prussia east of the Elbe was divided into local feudal districts, the Mediatstädte as well as all the villages and manorial operations were under feudal seigneurial. 34 Altogether the agricultural area of the lords in twenty-five villages of the upper Oderbruch comprised about a quarter of the total area: that is, barely 23%-a relatively low percentage. Elsewhere in East Elbian Prussia, such land comprised about 40% of village acreage at the time. This is because land in the Oderbruch was difficult to convert to agricultural uses prior to 1717, and was less interesting for manorial use as a result. The peasants of the villages where there were no manorial operations were also bound by the feudal system and required to perform servile labor.
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Given the scale of the construction plans and the ever-present doubt regarding its feasibility, only the state was able to take the initiative, as well as provide financing and organization. In any case, rather than weak local dikes, it was a matter of building a continuous fifty-kilometer-long dike (50.721 kilometers) on a middlesized European river. This dike was intended to channel the waters of the Oder into a narrowed course, and thus had to be higher and significantly stronger than anything similar that had been previously built in Prussia. Under the supervision of royal director of Agriculture, Martin Friedrich von Creutz, a continuous wall was built on the east side of the river's main course from Lebus to Zellin in 1716-1717. This was followed by the Royal Dike Decree of 1717 (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVIII"), which created a dike association in the upper Oderbruch to assign maintenance duties, as well as govern the villages, demesne farms, and estates located in outlying areas that did not directly border the dike. This association was not organized as a purely cooperative and autonomous body-behind everything stood the Prussian state with its laws and enforcement measures. In the implementation of the project, that royal lands dominated the upper Oderbruch was a distinct advantage for Frederick William I. After all, the king himself was the largest feudal lord in the area. The dike decree also included the dike roll, in which were entered all interested parties-so-called Deichinteressenten-from the royal demesne and manor farms of the nobility down to the owners of small subfarms, as well as the dike portion of each (Dike roll, CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVIII, " cc. 305-326). According to this directory, which was given in rods (3.777 meters), royal estates accounted for more than twenty-six kilometersthat is, over 50% of the total length of the dike (6,573 rods for the Lebus estate and 340 rods for the Quartschen estate). As such, the king was able to influence dike construction and maintenance decisively through the royal head bailiffs who administered his lands. Similarly, the villages and estates of the Order of St. John and those of the Margrave of Sonnenburg-all of which were owned by Margrave Karl Albrechts of Brandenburg-Sonnenburg, a member of the Prussian royal family-totaled 1,490 rods. In addition to these, villages that were held by nobility or that were part of noble fiefs (held by seventeen noble families and their lines) accounted for 4,217 rods. Finally, 1,075 village peasants were listed in the dike roll. The allocation of the rods reveals the social structure of village mayors, farmers, cottagers, small farmers, and other peasants. Their section of the dike amounted to 9,722 rods of a total 13,429. They were thus the portion most heavily burdened with maintenance work (72%) and, as shown later, even more duties. (See table 7.) THE ROLE OF THE LO CAL FEUDAL LORDS Given the limited technological, communication, and transportation capacities in the early modern period, the practical securing of dike facilities in Prussia was a local duty. According to the Realprinzip, everyone who had land in the protected area was required to participate in flood control measures (Führ 1967 , 5, Kluth 1997 . They were bound to this by a system that combined governmental legislation with forms of self-administration. Under a small staff of government officials, the Deichinteressenten-as members of the dike association-were required to act in accordance with the principles established by the king in the dike decree, particularly in securing the dike at their own expense and keeping drainage ditches in the diked area in good order. At the same time, the Deichinteressenten were integrated into the system as so-called Mit-Urteiler, or coinspectors. This applied to representatives of feudal property holders, as well as to the Church and feudal holders of farmer, cottager, small landholder, and tenant parcels who were represented by their village mayors (village leader and village judge) and jury men (assessors of the village court) (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVIII, " ch. X, cc. 332-333).
Local feudal lords (two head bailiffs of royal estates as representatives of the king, noble manor lords, the master of the knights, and a commander of the Order of St. John, as well as the city as a bearer of feudal rights) were included. They were affected in three ways:
1. As owners of manorial agricultural operations in the bottomlands, each of whom had to maintain their own sections of the dike for their own interest and those of the dike association; 2. As Mit-Urtheiler of the dike area who shared responsibility for dike inspection and for determining what work and penalties were necessary; 3. As manor and judicial lords-that is, as local rulers-of peasants living in the villages (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVIII, " ch. X, cc. 332-333).
THE LEADING ROLE OF THE NOBILIT Y AND OTHER BEARERS OF FEUDAL RIGHT S IN THE EAST ELBIAN C OUNTRYSIDE
The free settlement relationships were established in Brandenburg in the course of the eastward expansion during the Middle Ages (after 1150); thereafter, settler society was refeudalized. In the late thirteenth century, the first monasteries were enfeoffed with villages, which until then had been part of the margravate. This was followed by the granting of fiefs in and around the villages to the knights who had conquered Brandenburg for the margraves. As such, the system of feudal lordship with tribute-at first minor services-and of the manor lords as the full owners of the farms was revived. In 1319, the death of Margrave Waldemar destroyed Brandenburg's internal stability for the next century. Monasteries, the nobility, religious orders, and cities obtained additional rights from the territorial sovereign-particularly judicial lordships, which the documents termed the "higher and lower courts" (Assing 1995 , 140, 156-157, Winkelmann 2011 . It was at first a question of dispensing justice, which strengthened manorial authority vis-à-vis their peasants, and of the court income obtained therefrom. The responsibility for local administration thus resulted in the increasing prominence of magistrate character. This seigneurial authority was replaced by manorial authority in the sixteenth century. Village inhabitants were made manorial subjects (personal serfs in areas near Brandenburg's eastern border) who were obliged-besides paying cash rents-to perform servile labor, were bound to the soil (the personal serfs bound to the feudal lord), and were subject to weak ownership rights (lassitisches Recht), and their children were forced to work in the manor house and farms (Gesindezwangdienst). 36 Owning large manors, lords exercised seigneurial and jurisdictional control, as well as patronage of the church. They were, in modern parlance, the local tax authorities, registration office, trade licensing office, officers of the local church, and the largest commercial enterprise; they also controlled the mills and breweries that peasants had to use. Moreover, because they filled peasant positions and had the right to approve marriages, they had considerable influence on individual peasant families.
In 1653, Elector Frederick William of Brandenburg further strengthened the position of the local feudal lords-especially the nobility-based on claims of runaway peasants, entitlement to "unreasonable" servile labor, and the continuance of personal serfdom in areas where it already existed. Noblemen were to fill higher positions in public administration and the military. These concessions and offers were made by the elector in exchange for the power to raise taxes at his own discretion, and to free key policy issues from the influence of the territorial estates. Before the start of dike construction, bearers of feudal rights constituted an unavoidable force in the rural power structure. Since local nobles were extremely wary of interference in their home domains, they carried out the lowest duties of the military administration (Harnisch 1996, 141, 144) , and took over the duties of school patronage after the introduction of compulsory school attendance (Neugebauer 1985, 255-260) . The princely estates into which the elector or, after 1701, king divided his land were very similar to the farms of the nobility. These large operations were called Vorwerke. Beginning in the time of Frederick William I, these royal estates, or Ämter, were leased to citizens. While Amtmänner acted economically like noble landowners and were responsible for numerous magistrate issues, they did not exercise any higher judicial authority and were bound by instructions in many areas-such as dike construction. All in all, the legal and ownership conditions of peasants on the estates of the king and the Order of St. John, as well as of the towns, were organized in a more tolerable manner than on the estates of the nobility (Müller 1981, 318) .
THE FUNCTIONS OF THE DIKE ASSO CIATIONS AFTER 1717
The highest supervisory responsibility was held by the captain of the dike of the upper Oderbruch, under whom were two dike counts each responsible for half of the dike's length. Under these dike counts were three dike masters who performed inspection functions, as well as enforcement functions with Deichinteressenten who had shirked their duties. Deichinteressenten were required to appear in their respective dike sections twice a year as Mit-Urtheiler before the dike inspection commission. The captain of the dike recorded damage and the penalties incurred. Fines and levies were to be settled on this occasion between the authorities and village mayors (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVIII, " ch. XV. and XVI., cc. 336-340). A dike financial official kept records of the dike association's income and outlays. Six pfennig per dike rod were to be paid annually; this money and any fines collected were used to pay state employees and to finance any construction that individual villages and so on were unable to perform themselves. (See figure 11.) 37 At first glance, it would appear that a group of Deichinteressenten-who were equals in principle-were considered Mit-Urtheiler and that Deichinteressenten were distinguished solely by the length of their dike section and not by their social status. However, the head bailiffs and the noble manor lords actually had more power than other commission members. Whether nobles exercised the authority themselves or were represented by subordinates (administrators)-due to their other duties as officers or government officials-they nonetheless organized the affairs of their villages and farming property themselves and were involved in all important affairs of their peasants at the lowest judicial level ("self-acting manor lords") (Kaak 1995, 78) . While ruling over farm and village, they were closely linked to the possessions of the peasants. In the first half of the eighteenth century, the manorial parcels of land were complexly intertwined with those of the peasants (Kaak 1991, 69) . The head bailiffs and manor lords had the right, derived from their judicial authority, to receive servile labor from their peasants (farm work, haulage service, and extraordinary services). This constituted a large percentage of the labor performed on the demesnes and manors in the eighteenth century. The maintenance of the lord's dike rods became a new area in which peasant farmers, cottagers, and the like could be utilized as servile laborers-and a shifting line formed between dike labor and extraordinary labor as a result (Kaak 1999, 138-144) .
MEANS OF ENFORCEMENT AND ADDITIONAL PROJECT S
The use of means of enforcement refers to subsequent projects. The most serious punishment that the master of the dike could threaten or impose was so-called military execution. In August 1716, King Frederick William I ordered all regiments in the area to be at the ready to compel the necessary support efforts. This principle was confirmed in the dike decree of 1716 (CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVII, " cc. 304). The general threat of this particular measure was clearly sufficient for construction work up to 1717. However, disputes over additional dikes increased in the face of the earlier project's consequences. The waters of the Oder had been pushed toward the east bank and larger quantities flowed through the Oderbruch into the lower marshlands, which acted as collecting tank. The construction of 1716-1717 forced a continuation of the enforcement measures, which in turn led to the heightened potential for conflict. The use of military execution did not entail individuals being put to death. Rather, it involved situating soldiers in the houses of rebellious peasants, and putting pressure on them to provide shelter and food; it was intended to create a willingness to perform work and make payments. Manor lords also made use of this execution when peasants refused to perform other servile labor, as the conditions in which the law could be used were not stipulated precisely. As such, a gray zone developed. This included the use of military service, which manor lords often used to shield their land and peasants, while noble officers-often manor lords themselves-supported them (Kaak 2010, 182-184, 268-270) .
As larger and more complicated work was undertaken to build dikes in the lower Oderbruch, attempts to sabotage construction emerged in 1747. Consequently, Frederick II increased the degree of punishment and ordered the use of the Karrenstrafe against saboteurs. In the Karrenstrafe, infringers were made to work on the construction of fortifications while chained to carts for weeks or months on a diet of bread and water (Kaak 2010, 183, 370) . This affected the fishermen, whose basis of existence worsened radically after the area was drained; while the lives of farmers, cottagers, and the like improved.
Despite the complications, dike construction and the cultivation of the lower Oderbruch, between 1747 and 1752, proved a great success in terms of both economics and propaganda. Although the first generation of new settlers was not free of servile and menial labor duties, they did have a right to their land that resembled real ownership-unlike the older lassitisch 38 peasant inhabitants. Once again, the king was dominant and controlled nearly half of all the developed parcels. The previously mentioned margrave and master of the knights, Karl Albrecht, who owned more than a quarter of the cultivated area, also played an important role in the central Oderbruch. It was he who established colonist villages and demesnes on the Quilitz and Friedland margravate estates and on the neighboring Grüneberg estate of the Order of St. Johns. Noble families and cities shared a further area (Kaak 2012, 179-180) . Indeed, while this dike was "only" about forty kilometers long, the effort and risk were greater. This risk was due to shortening of the Oder by some twenty kilometers using a canal, and because drainage facilities played a much larger role. According to the dike decree of 1769, the Deichinteressenten of the upper Oderbruch also shared the responsibility for sections of the lower Oderbruch (NCC, Vol. IV, 1769, "No. 7, " cc. 5123-5125) .
As a result of the success of dike construction in the Oderbruch, Frederick II was overly hasty in ordering the cultivation of the Netzebruch and Warthebruch in 1770. After the Netzebruch had been successfully drained, the Dike, Riverbank, and Trench Decree for the bottomlands was issued in 1779 (NCC, Vol. VI, 1779, "No. XLII") . In the beginning, favorable weather resulted in settlement of the areas in the lower Warthe before the dike there was completely finished. In 1775, however, a flood destroyed much of the finished work in the Warthebruch. Furthermore, the topography of the area was more difficult to convert to a closed polder landscape than the Oderbruch had been. There were parallels between the lower Warthe and the upper Oderbruch: in the latter, dike work and cultivation were performed around the royal Lebus estate, while in the former it was the Order of St. John with its extensive holdings at the Hospitaller Sonnenburg estate (10,000 ha) that determined the course of events (Kaak 2012, 183-184) . The nobility played a smaller role than the Order, colonizing cities, and middle-class property owners. The original idea of Frederick II and his youngest brother August Ferdinand-who became the master of Knights of the Order of St. John in 1763-was to provide large parcels of land for the settlement of more significant colonists (economically stable, full acquisition areas, or Vollerwerbsstellen) and thus provide a model for melioration on the manor estates of the other feudal landowners. Consequently, a dike decree was issued in 1802 (NCC, Vol. XI, 1802, "No. XX. ").
WHO ACHIEVED WHAT IN PARTICUL AR?
The cultivation of the lowlands of the Oder, Netze, and Warthe showed itself to be an extremely successful project in several respects. The protected farmland with its dikes and drainage facilities became a symbol of Prussia's talent for innovation in the public opinion of the rest of Europe.
This reclaimed land was seen as the act of a far-sighted king. At first, however, this was only true to a certain degree in the upper Oderbruch. Gottfried Wentz writes in his publication on the history of the Oderbruch:
In the reorganization of the conditions in the upper Oderbruch, the king [Frederick William I] was thinking and acting like a large landowner. The intrinsic value of viable farms as economic factors was not recognized, rather rural inhabitants were considered only in their capacity as villeins, a source of service and payment. (Wentz 1930, 169) Indeed, after 1722, an expansion of the already-dominant royal properties in the Oderbruch took place in the upper Oderbruch, first because the king claimed large portions of the cultivated land for his own estates, and second because he purchased the noble villages of the families von Burgsdorf, von Kameke, von der Marwitz, von Pfuhl, and von Sydow. While property of the nobility totaled about 30% of the dike rods in the upper Oderbruch in 1717, it began to decline. Indeed, the very large Lebus royal estate acquired so much new farmland and so many new settlers that it was subdivided several times after 1736. In addition, two new estates were established. Although Friedrich Wilhelm I's governmental activities in this area did resemble those of a large landowner, Wentz's criticism is grossly exaggerated. He overlooks that first of all the king protected the inhabitants-including those who did not own land and who were thus not obliged to make payments or provide service-and he ordered the construction of infrastructure in the populated areas. Not until the second step did he help the state project Bruchkultivierung (marsh cultivation) achieve a new scale. Without subscribing to the Oderbruch mythos, one can say that an important development was then completed, one that had been conceived as part of an entire spectrum of innovative political measures.
When his son Friedrich II continued the colonization of the lower Oderbruch shortly after 1750, he was able to take advantage of organizational models that helped him protect inhabitants and to expand agriculture in the river bottomlands, which in turn supported other state goals. The fact that in the Seven Years' War he risked everything he had achieved is another story.
In 1752, Margrave Karl Albrecht, the master of the Knights of the Order of St. John, started establishing colonies and demesnes on the order's properties in the central Oderbruch before expanding this work to his neighboring margravate leased estates. The work complied with the ideas of Frederick II; however, as Frederick's older relative, he took the liberty of proceeding according to his own plan. His successor, Prince August Ferdinand, Frederick's younger brother, was faced with a much larger task on the Warthe and took a largely subordinate role to the king as a sort of junior partner. Under his tenure, numerous colonies and demesne farms-some with foreign names (Ceylon, Havannah, Pensylvanien, Philadelphia, Saratoga, Savannah, Sumatra)-were established. And indeed, the revenues of the Order of St. John doubled between 1763 and 1811.
In the lower Oderbruch, nobility with 18% of the land were involved in reclamation, while in the Warthebruch, where even less noble colonies were established, Lords von Waldow and von Wreech were particularly conspicuous in this regard. Town property played a bigger role than it did in the Oderbruch. Indeed, the town Landsberg an der Warthe on its own outperformed by far the limited reclamation activities of the towns Oderberg, Wriezen, and Freienwalde.
In principle, Frederick William I and Frederick II pursued economic goals when they reclaimed land while the nobility focused on business goals. Despite serious setbacks the kings, the margrave, and the prince were successful in creating fundamentally secure farmland of the highest profitability out of the river bottomlands, securing the existing royal villages-as well as those of feudal lords and towns. They also succeeded in significantly concentrating the population through settlement under improved law and in stabilizing the general provision of foodstuffs. The amount of time and the cost of reclaiming land increased significantly from one area to another. The large requirement spent by the state treasuries on construction was money the kings considered well spent. This was easy to accept because the royal property in Oderbruch grew along with its resident population. This well-secured and highly productive agricultural area provided additional income for state coffers, which could be used to improve infrastructure inside and outside the dike area (waterways, canals, bridges, postal systems), to create a school system as well as to improve the quality of the science, and, last but not least, to strengthen the standing army.
However, in the Warthebruch the stated goal of settling large areas with large numbers of colonists was only partially achieved. Because of dwindling demand from prospective settlers, part of the land was formed into demesne farms that also proved to be extremely productive.
The situation of the long-established manor subjects or serfs only improved slowly during the diking and cultivation. Their rights of possession improved in small steps but they were only rarely able to win their freedom. A number of them were even placed on Kleinststellen under conditions similar to the corvee system to work the new demenses of the Order of St. John.
When most of the new settlers enjoyed personal freedom and were free from servile labor duties, able to develop their own production, largely independent of one another, and unencumbered by the three-field system, an important goal had been reached (Kaak 2004b, 99-101) . However, the influence on noble landholders was tentative.
In the marsh areas all of this contributed to the self-esteem of the inhabitants because it strengthened their awareness gradually of their own share in progress and in the increasing income. For this they continued to deal with manorial lords and the managers of the princely estates on many issues. Like the royal and the Order's demesnes, as well as the noble manors, the villages also were members of the dike associations. The delegation of responsibility had been experimented with in the upper Oderbruch, and later used in the rest of the Oderbruch, as well as the Netzebruch and Warthebruch. Even if compulsory membership involved onerous work and financial burdens, it demonstrated that the population of the cultivated bottomlands accepted the region-with its steadily improved dike and drainage facilities-as its own. NOTES man mit deme gerüchte dar to, die binnen deme damme geseten sien, svelk ir nicht ne helpt büten den dam, die hevet verworcht so gedan erve als he binnen deme damme hevst. " Cf. SSp, L, V.
22. "Keen nich will dieken, de mut wieken" or "Wer nicht will deichen, der muss weichen. " Cf. Kühn 1992, 83. 23. DOHB, 83, § 1: "shall be burned according to the common rights. " Cf. Allemeyer 2006 , 103, Mellmann 1795 24. Richness in fish: cf. Christiani 1855, 13-16. Loss of the richness: cf. Kaup 1994, 126-128 . Resistance of the fishermen: cf. Wentz 1930, 111-114, 118. 25. Rita Gudermann counts the Oderbruch after the dike construction and bursting of dikes in the years 1770, 1771, 1780, 1785, 1829 , and 1830 and so on. Cf. Gudermann 1999, 376. 26. On the activities of Frederick II, also see Kouschil 2012 . 27. Wentz 1930 : "Beginning around the end of the sixteenth century, lively attention was paid to dike facilities on the Oder. "
28. CCM, Part IV, 2nd Section, IV Cap., "No. XVII, " cc. 294-295. Amt Lebus = royal demesne of Lebus.
29. Immediatstädte (civitates) were directly under the head of state (here the electors of Brandenburg, after 1701 kings of Prussia) and were thus independent of local feudal lords.
30. Mediatstädte (oppida) were under local feudal lords. Regarding the Mediatstädte in Lebus, cf. Vetter 1996.
31. Here feudal operations are understood to cover the large manor farms of the nobility and the demesnes of the king, as well as the Order of St. John, and other village lords-including universities.
32. Royal estates were feudal districts comprising several villages and demesnes; they were also called domains. The town of Seelow was part of the royal Lebus estate. 33. A noble family's fief possession that was part of a tenure of another noble family, feudal corporation, and so on.
34. The German Reich of 1871 was divided into two parts of similar size by the Elbe River, of which the northeastern (i.e., the East Elbian part) was more heavily dominated by the nobility.
35. For example, the villages of Gusow and Platkow were without manorial operations under the same noble lord, although the peasants from Platkow had to work in Gusow; similarly, the margravate peasants from Quappendorf had to serve at the manor of Quilitz, cf. Kniehase 1995 , Kaak 2010 36. Kaak 1991 , 224, Neugebauer 2009 . Lassitischer Besitz = Lassbesitz = ceded (überlassen) to the peasants for their use. Gesindezwangdienst = compulsory farm service of the subject children.
37. 80.574 d = 3.357 1/4 gr = 279 3/4 Taler. 38. See note 36.
